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The system safety discipline has existed The command or management influence
for several years now as a rather well defined existing in an operation may play a significant
concept. There has been very little argument role. S,_me casual remark by the commander
as to the desirability of the system safety at a mor,',ing briefing may quite innocently
objectives. In fact, among many of those who start a chain of events leading to catastrophe.
know what these objectives are, there even Such influence most likely will concern the
has been generated a fair amount of what can urgency of the mission to be performed, the
only be described as "religious fervor" at the quality of r_ _ults desired or the belittling of

prospect of achieving the goals of system problems, obstacles and risks. The result
safety. But, with its well-organized, logical may be that the _mpression of "accomplish
and comprehensive approach to accident pre- the mission whatever the cost" is conveyed
vention, the application of the system safety which is tantamount to indorsing recklessness.
concept in practice has not been as rapid and The condition of the people involved is
effective as its attributes would warrant, perhaps the most complex factor present. The

The United States Army Board for Aviation physical condition, state of mind, moraL-,
Accident Research (USABA_R) isvitallycon- proficiencyand a wide va:'ietyof physiologi-
cerned with the applicationof system safety, cal and psychologicalfactorsallinterrelate

particularly with respect to new developmental in a complex way to affect the potent lal human
_ Army aircraft programs. USABAAR serves involvement in an accident, Change one small

as the central agency for the Army Aviation item and an accident could be averted.
_ Accident Prevention Program which includes The condition of tho machine also involves

the receipt, processing and analysis of all a highly complex functional relationship of
data and it.formation related tu Army aircraft hardware which must exist in just the right
accident experience. This paper discusses way before an accident can occur• This rela-
the means by which OSABAAR now utilizes tionship includes maintenance practices, worn

this vast store of historical accident data in pieces/parts, age of the equipment, dectgu
the _rJplication of the system safety concept deficiencies, operating limitations ant others,
for developmental aircraft. While the methods the complexity with newer sophisticated air-
described here admittedly fall short ofrealiz- craft.
ing the full potential benefits of using our past Environmental conditions cover an ex-
accident experience, we feel that significant tremely broad range of phenomena including

steps have been made in that direction° As weather, terrain, operational situation, air
more exper:._nce is gained in the application traffic control airfield facilities a_'_d many
of these methods, certainly many refinements more. The true influence these conditions on
and improvements will follow• accidents is most often either not known or

" The hi_tory of an acclder.t can be gen- ignored,
eralizedand simplifiedas shown inFigure I.

This depictionwillbe used throughoutthere- MANIFESTATION OF HAZARDS .o

mainder of the paper as methods are discussed "he worst possible combination of all the

which pertain to each segment of the diagram, conditions listed above could conceivably exist _ :and no accident would resul_ unless some

REQUISITE CLIMATE hazazd manifested i_elf.Given the requisite

climate the manifesr.at_on of the proper hazard i

Requisite climate, or "hazardous condi- initiates the accident sequence. This sequence i
tions" as it might be called, indicate_ that the can usually De divlde_i into two or too; • main ,

stage for an accident must be properly set. occurrences, precipitating and sustakning I
If the proper conditions are not present, r,o events.
accident will occur. These conditions involve The sequence will start with some trigger i
the familiar triad of accident factoxe, man, event ,-_hlch can be produced by a staggering !
machine and en%dronment_ plus the overall variety of canses_ again /nvolving man, ms-

factors of command, ,nanagement and super- chine, environment and manspment or any !

vision, combination of the four. Until th.. time, the
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factors present in the requisite climate have are the immediate c_nsequeaces of an acci-
played a passive role in the accident where dent. Accidents are classified as to thedegree
the cause-effect relationshlp is usually not of sewrity of these immedlaL,.;y observable

very precise. With the occurrence of the effects. MIL-STD-882, the system safety
trigger event, however, the sequence of events standard, categorizes hazaros in terms of
which ._ollow i_ usually quite predictable. What their potential effects on materiel and per-
w0s a potentially hazardous condltton before sonnel s. ou16 an accident result from the
will now manifest itself through some event hazard. But ruth categorization is not the end
which, in itself, may never be considered event; in a sense, it sho-ld be only the be-

hazardous. For example, shutting down one ginning of the analytical pr,,r:ess to determine
engine in a twin engine aircraft at altitude effects of accidents.
may present no hazard _hatsoever. Shutting The second grouping of cor, sequpnces flora
down "hat same engine while cn sl, ort final accidents includes the long ran_"effect%those
approach during an emergency landing be- perhaps not immediately o_._erv_ble zndwhich
cause the oth_.r one failed earlier could--- have an impact far beyond the time and geo-
and did---have catastrophic consequences, graphical location of the acciaent itself. To

Rarely does an accident occur as a result the Army, these eff._cts a0d up to a to_al cost
: of one single event. There is usually a series in terms of lost or degraded mission ef-
: of several events which follow the trigger fectlveness or capab'llty. It is not _. aU far-

event in sequence up to the accident itself, fetche_ to say that each _ircraft accident, no
These can be called "sustaining events", _f matter how Ins_gnlflcant in tea-ms of imme_1-

they do not occur, the accident sequence is late consequences, has some adverse effect
; bz'oken, on the capability of the Army to _tccompllsh

Thus, given a requisite cl:n xte or poten- its mission. I_ logically follows, then, that if
tially hazardous conditions, _he accident se- the total number 0-."aircraft accidents is sul_.
quence begins with a ..t,','=.,-_.o_,.. event, is carried stantial, then the impact or4mission effective..
forward through sustaining _vents and an ness also wih be sub_tantial.
accident occurs. At any g/yen l_,'_ in _Ime _ne a, _:_plish-

merit of the Army mission requires that cer-
UNDESIRABLE EFFECTS te.in aviation resources, people and materiel,

'_e availabJe. The degree o; non-avai_bilit_

If all th:s Just described did not produce of these resources logical:y has a trisect
consequences which we wish to avoid, there bea_ing on the abiilty _e accomplish the
would be no safety effort at all. Itls really the mission .... re:salon effectiveness. Sinc( we
undeslrab._e effects of accidents _hernse}ves obviously cannot _cquire these resources h_- :
which justify our attempts at accident pre- stsntsneously, we must not only project wh.at
vention. If thi_ ststemeat seems _ trifle too our mL_sions will be in tnc future, but also

basic and should have gone without saying, es_mate what total avl_tion resources will
" c::_slder the possibi!/t _ that we as safet_, be requl_ed in light of that future mission.

specia'Ists may hav.; tended to lose sight of Such estimates and p_ojections are made for
these undesirable effects of accidents _s our as far into the f'_tu_ as practicable and are
basic motive force. Perhaps we have not con- then refined as time _oes on. It ts an ex-
centrated sufficient attention ona11_headverae tremely complex process, re" _e least part
consequences we are trying _o p.--ecluae. We of which involves proJecth_g t;_e status of the
.41ow ourselves to become completely ab. current a/rcr_ft invenwry, aviation personnel
so_bed and obsessed with safety techn/ques, and fscilitlcs situation. Any _hor_fal] of quan-

me_odolo_y snd philoso_y f-_r theft own _l_y, quaU_y or capability i_ our prcJected
sakes witho_ maintainin_ a clear view of our Inven_or_, pereonnel or fac_lities compared
ultimate objective- m/nlmlzin_ these efforts, wi_ our estimated requirements _Ives the

The effects of acclden_ can be IrOUlXd basts for plannln_ vo _cqu/re these resources,
" Inw two genera! areas with _e respect to If _e err, and underes_ma_e our losses In

the abs'ulX dama_eandd_a_-uc_on aircraft and personnel, for instance: or do nottime. Filet,
_o materiel plus injury and death to personnel adequately provide for quality _n new a/rcraf_,

!
I
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an adverse impact on mission effectiveness general accident information. The key param-
is the result, eter for safety has been the periodic acci-

The main thrust of USABAAR's use of dent rate, the number of accidents divided by
accident data for future aircraft programs the number of hours flown. Accident "costs"
is to estimate the long range impact on mis- have been reported by totalling acquisition
sion effectiveness through the proper analysi_ "book value" for destroyed aircraft andrepair
of this data. Unless we fully consider the far- costs for damaged machines. Fatalities have
reaching effects of accidents on people and been totalled as have injuries, but with vari-
materiel, we are not fulfilling the objectives ous criteria being used to describe severity
of the system safety discipline, of injuries. Cause factors have been lumped

into a very few categories which then have
ACCIDENT DATA been totalled. Among the most usually cited

factors are crew error, materiel failure or
Accident prevention programs have tradi- malP'nction, weather and maintenance error.

tionally operated on the basic premise that if Degrees of severity of accidents have been
the causes of accidents could be determined, classified from "total loss" to "incident"

preventive measures could then be developed depending on the extent of damage and injury.
to eliminate the causes. Following thi_ prem- Certainly, this most general treatment of
ise, the primary task has been the acquisition accident data had a significant in..'act several

_- of data and information through an accident years ago when compared with the even earlier
_-= investigation and reporting system. This task situation when nobody even knew how many

is performed exceptionally well today. Several accidents they had been having. Initially, the ,
years of diligent sleuthing, exhaustive inter- concentration of attention on safety supported
viewing ot witnesses, and even p.-'_ctse labors- by only the most superficial analysis of acci-

"- tory analysis by both highly skilled and area- dent data produced dramatic improvements.
teur investigators have produced an immense The magic "accident rate" began to drop

= store of data and information on the causes of rapidly as if to prove conclusively that such
aircraft accidents. A significant portion of the measurement of the problem was all that was
safety effort of all military services, the Fed- necessary to solve it.
eral Aviation Agency, the National Transporta-
tion Safety Board and civilian aircraft manu- IMPROVED DATA SYSTEM
facturers and operators is devoted to merely
processing this wealth of data and infor- These methods which served the cause of
mation, accident prevention so well in the past are no

The results of accident investigations have longer adequate. There are widespread efforts
usually been recorded in the form of a de- underway for the development of more sophis-
scrlptton of the accident sequence of events: ticated data systems for safety. These efforts
the confirmed or suspected cause factors; show that traditional parameters used to

recommendations to prevent recurrence and measure mishap experience cannot be used _
general factual data such as date, time, place, directly to solve many accident prevention
type aircraft, crews members, injuries, fa- problems today. Only a few deficiencies which

taltties, etc. In general, the immediate con- have caused accidents in existing aircraft
, sequences of the accident are recorded along can be pinpointed sufficiently to correct the i

with the events which led up to the accident, problem. For the rest of the problems in ]
Quite often, but not always, it is possible for existing aircraft and for all of the potential Ja thorough investigator to delve far enough hazards in a developmental aircraft, the lden- ,
into the past to well define the hazardous con- tification of these old, generalized parameters

ditiona which existed some time prior to the does little but indicate a broad area of inter-
accident thereby enabling the accident to eat in which detailed analysis and specific ]occur, evaluation is required. The detailed effects

Until fairly recently, the primary use of on mission capability must be identified to
all this data was to provide a source for vari- justify corrective action and the cost of such

i ous totals and rates reflecting only the most action.
68
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To enable USABAAR to respond in this parameters used to measure mishap experi-
manner, completely revised accident report- ence cannot be used directly to solve many
ing forms have been developed and put into accident prevention problems. Only a few ae-
use recently which greatly expand the r:ope ficiencles which have caused accidents may
and detail of information provided as a result be able to be pinpointed sufficiently to correct
of investigation of the accident are recorded the problem. For the rest of the problems in

along witb the events which led up to the existing aircraft and for all of the potential
accident. Quite oftea, but not always, it is hazards in a developmental aircraft, the iden-
possible for a thorough investigator to delve tiflcation of these old, generalized parameters
far enough into the past to well define the does little but indicate a broad area of in-
hazardous conditions which existed some time terest in which detailed analysis and specific

prior to the accident thereby enabling the evaluation is required. The detailed effects
accident to occur, on mission capability much be identified to

Until fairly recently, the primary use of justify coorective action and cost of such
all this data was to provide a source for action.

- various totals and rates reflecting only the To enable USABAAR to respond in this
most general accident information. The key manner, completely revised accident report-
parameter for safety has been the periodic ing forms have been developed and put into

• accident rate, the number of accidents divided use recently which greatly expand the scope
by the number of hours flown. Accident "costs" and detail of information provided as a result
have been reported by totalling acquisition of investigation. The new forms were designed

2,_ "book value" for destroyed aircraft andrepatr to take marJmum advantage of a vastly tm-
costs for damaged machines. Fatalities have proved data processing capability at USABAAR

been totalled as have injuries, lmtwlthvarlous using a large digital computer. A completely
criteria being used to describe severity of new management information system has been
injuries. Cauze f,zctorz h3ve been lumped into constructed around thL, computer and is now

_ a very few categories which then have been in use.

_ totalled. Among the most usually cited factors It was realized early in the planning stages

are crew error, materiel failure or malfunc- of the new USABAAR data system that ltwould
tlon, weather and maintenance error. Degrees not be good enough If all the computer could
of severity of accidents have been classified eventually do was produce the same sort of

E from "total loss" to "incident" depending on totals and rates produced previously. One _t
_ the extent of damage and Injury. skeptic, early tn this planning stage remarked, _,

Certainly, this most general treatment of "We're going to be able to arrive at the same,
accident data had a significant impact several old general conclusions . . . only faster:" It _

i years ago when compared with the even has not worked out that way for one basic

earlier situation when nobody even knew how reason. The speed of the computer has enabled
many accidents they had been hzving. Initially, the efficient processing of timely data in far

the concentration of attention on safety sup- greater detail than ever before. This is the :_
ported by only the most superficial analysis key to the success of a modern accident data
of accident data produced dramatic improve- system.
ments. The magic "accident rate" began to The production of this much more deflnl- |drop rapidly as if to prove conclusively that rive data already has significantly improved

i such measurement of the problem was all that our c_pablllty to do the following: _
was necessary to solve it. a. Conduct in-depth studies and analyses

to determine the long-range effects of accl-

i IMPROVED DATA SYSTEM dents.

b. Clearly define the sequence of events
These methods which served the cause of and the mechanism by which hazards manifest

accident prevention so well in the past are no themselves.

longer adequate as evidenced by the compara- c. Comprehensively define the hazardous
tively recent development of more sophtsti- conditions which must exist prior to Initiation
cared data systems for safety. The traditional of an accident sequence.

69
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Pinpoint areas for specific corrective growth versions of previous aircraft with ira-
action, specify the action required and estab- provements being made where practical and

: lish priorities for action, high technical risk features being held to a
e. Forecast measures to limit the requt- minimum consistent with performance re-

site climate and inhibit hazard manifestation quirements. The point is, in dealing with new
while at the same time placing such actions in systems, there is usually not that much really
context with their influence on the long-range "new" about them. Those features of a de-

undesirable effects of accidents, velopmental aircraft which are not new pro-
vide the place where accident data on previous

DEVELOPMENTAL AIRCRAFT systems is most directly applicable.
It is logical to expect that previous acci-

We have recently developed methods by oent experience will be used in the design and
which this expanded capability can be applied operation of new aircraft so that cause factors
"before-the-fact" to developmental aircraft noted in the past will not recur. To a disturb..

systems. It is here that the most fertile ap- ing degrde, this has not been the case. There
plication of our management information sys- are several instances of the same feature
tern is to be realized. These methods have which caused accidents in earlier aircraft

J

shown that the gap can be successfully bridged being duplicated in newer models. One good
between historical accident data on a fleet of example is the use of "redundant" systems in
existing aircraft in various stages of obsoles- critical areas. Acknowledging that loss of
cence and potential hazards in future aircraft hydraulics for flight controls would be cata-
which now exist perhaps in concept only. strophic, one fairly recent design provided

The system safety discipline furnishes us for two hydraulic systems, including two
with the overall management tool by which we pumps - both driven by a single shaft of in-

can optimize the conservation of resources adequate strength. Another design approached
through the prevention of accidents before the same problem by also providing two hy-
they happen, that is, to design safety into our draulic systems, but with all , the hardware
aircraft systems. The heart of this process and plumbing co-located greatly increasing
is hazard analysts in which the system is the chance of double failure from one event.

examined ina methodical,comprehensive way Such 6_licle_cle.q_s thee,_"were not negll-

at each stage in itsdevelopment to isolate gentlydesigned intothenew system. Perhaps

hazards present.At some pointintime,how- such designs were the resultof ignorance -

ever, the moment of trutharrives when de- designers justdidn'tknow we had supposedly

clslonshave tobe made as towhat todo about alreadylearnedthatlesson.More likely,how-
hazards identifiedthrough analysls.Some- ever, itwas probablyfeltthatpreviousacci-,,
times thereIsno penaltytocorrector eUml- dent experience of one type of aircraftjust
hate a hazard. Sometlmes the hazard is so did not apply to the "new" aircrafton the

greatthatitseliminationismandatoryregard- drawing boards.

less of the penalty.But the vast majorityof This applicabilityofaccidentdataisareal

hazards which are identifiedthroughsystem problem when tryingto Justifycertainsafety
safetyanalyslsfallsomewbere lnbetween.The featuresIn'a yet unborn aircraft.USA BAAR

questionthen becomes, '_ow bad do we want came face to face with thisproblem a few

to eliminatethese hazards?" Heretofore,the years ago when we attemptedtoprove,through

system safety engineer could only fallback accident statistics,that the UtilityTactical
on the MIL STD 882 category he has assigned Transport Aircraft System (UTTAS) should

the hazard. He has not been able to relate this have two engines. Since we had no twin engine i
hazard to future adverse long range conse- utility helicopters in the inventory, we used
quences. His categorization has only addressed accident data from the CH-47 Chinook, a twin

the immediate effects, engine light cargo helicopter and compared i
History has shown that new operational that data with the single engine UH-I Iroquois

aircraft systems rarely incorporate a very data. As it turned out, one model of the UH-I
large number of advanced technological fea- actually had a better accident rate than the

her, new aircraft represent rational CH-47. Obviously, this .did our argument no

70
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good. Other comparisons, using available ac- made in our data system. A ur-_form method
eldent data, showed some advantage for two has been developed to translate the complex
engines, but not in the clear cu' manner we details of each mishap into data which can be

, thought it should. When the casewas presented stored and retrieved by the computer without

for decision, our arguments were unconvinc- losing the essential ability to differentiate
trig. We were told our reasoning was essen- between the details of each accident. Called
tlally faulty since a CH-47 differs so greatly "ABACUS", which stands for Aircraft Basic
from a UH-1 that they just could not be di- Accidevt Causes, U.S. Army, this method
reetly compared. They are of different size, prescribes a vocabulary and syntax for en-
have different missions, and do not even coding cause factors of aircraft accidents
appear in the Inventory in comparable quan- using a key word concept. Coding of accident
tries. In short, we had attempted to compare information used to be a matter of fitting each
"apples and oranges to justify peaches." set of circumstances to one of a limited num-

.- This setback caused us to serlouslyponder ber of rigid preconceived statements which
- the factors which would make a difference in seemed to best describe the event. Obviously,

decisions such as for the twin-engine UTTAS. this procedure did not allow for distinction
Our conclusion was that accident statistics between similar situations where the differ-

just do not speak for themselves. The develop- ences were highly significant when it came to
--- ment of improved analytical techniques for specifying corrective action. ABACUS, on the

processing accident data could not stop short other hand, allows for nearly complete free-
of assessing the long range impact of acci- dora tO record the specific circumstances

;?_ dental lossez. Whereas, for the UTTAS ques- surrounding each individual mishap.

tlon, we had compared single vs. twin engine Statements concerning accidents are con-

_j accident rates, materiel failures, injuries, structed using approximately 650 key words ..
and deaths, degrees of damage and costs; we and phrases. They are combined in a pre-
could not estimate, for example, the number scribed sequence to describe phase of op-
el single engine UTTAS aircraft that would be eration, subject, action verb, subject manner,
lost due to engine failure and how thoselosses subject position and/or condition, main object,
would affect the number we had to procure object qualifier and reason. In addition, to
initially. This kind of estimate would have had these key words and phrases, aircraft nomen-

a d!rect bearing on the decisions beingmade, clature is also included using an abbreviated

Today, USABAAR is carrying its a_ai_tlca! version of the aircraft parts catalog system.

work several steps farther than belore and While the number ot tiara elemcnm _v3i}oblo
doing It in much greater detail. While there is for use is still somewhat limited, the system

", much work yet to do, progress has been made allows for an extremely large number of .
in several significant areas, possible combinations.

_ One area much in need of improvement is Probably most important is the fact that =

I the design of future aircraft systems for the retrieval of data in a usable form is greatly

specific environment in which they are in- facilitated through the use of ABACUS. Depend-

tended to operate. This consideration is not lng on the purpose of the avalysls to be per-
_ new, in itself, but the detail to which the formed, any combination of ABACUS words, i!

operating environment must be specified is phrases or aircraft descriptors can be usednew. A major effort is haW underway to clearly as an argument with which to query the data
derive the environment ir_which Army aircraft bank. This exceptional flexibility in output

are expected to operate in the future. Given means that the entire data base can be focused

,T

• this definition, USABAAR is now in a better rapidly on virtually any conceivable accident tposition to identify the specific environmental prevention problem. We are no longer limited
conditions which favor accidents and to specify by inadequate or unusual data but only by our
detailed design criteria to counter these con- Imagination in how to use the available data.
ditlons. Using the matrix generating capability of

Besides the greater detail now reported the computer, we have greatly expanded our
from accident Investigation, there is another ability to compare the more detailed elements

! significant improvement which has been of information now acquired through accident71

f
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investigation. From the large number of pos- developed. For developmental specifications,
sible combinations, relationship, between the in addition to the estimate of long range ira-
most significant data elements have been es- pact, we will make recommendations in terms
tablished as indexes for various areas of of alternatives expressed as functions of pro-
interest, gram costs, schedule and system performance.

One such area is fire in aircraft. A "Fire- Such estimates will be of maximum benefit to

worthiness Index" has been developed which the project manager and as such, maximize

measures all detailed factors relating to the the effectiveness of system safety efforts in
incidence of aircraft fires and the immediate a program.
and long range effects. This index is estab- This has been a very general discussion
lished for each type, model and series air- of how USABAAR has begun to solve the dif-
craft in the inventory so that rankingsbetween flcult problem of using historical accident
aircraft can be obtained. All the known ele- data in new developmental aircraft programs.
ments in Fig. l are included. Given the de- By this discussion we do not wish to minimize

tailed insight into past fire experiencespecific the importance of continuing to develop im-
operations and aircraft configurations are then proved analytical methodologies. More sophis-

evaluated to determine those conditions which ticated techniques employing better predictive •
affect the Index. The specification of fire- and quantitative procedures are sure to find
worthiness criteria for future aircraft, th_n, widespread use in the future. We feel that the
follows this evaluation directly. Furthermore, surface has only been scratched and that we
a relative priority can be attached to these have embarked on a course that will lead us
criteria based on the fireworthlness Index. eventually to the most effective attainment of
For design criteria, the "Index" approach is the system safety objectives.
being used to make recommendations in terms

of alternatives expressed as functions oi the
long term impact on mission effectiveness. REFERENCE

At present, these recommendations are mostly
! general in nature, but as our analyticalstudies Spezta, Emil, "ABACUS", U.S. Army Avis=

are completed, more specific criteria will be tion Digest, October 1970, p. 50.

J
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